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Cane Sugar Handbook 1993-12-16

In print for over a century it is the definitive guide to cane sugar processing treatment and analysis this edition expands coverage of new developments during the past decade specialty sugars plant maintenance automation computer control systems and the latest in instrumental analysis for the sugar industry

Handbook of Cane Sugar Engineering 2014-05-12

Handbook of cane sugar engineering focuses on the technologies equipment methodologies and processes involved in cane sugar engineering the handbook first underscores the delivery unloading and handling of cane cane carrier and knives and tramp iron separators the text then examines crushers shredders combinations of cane preparators and feeding of mills and conveying bagasse the manuscript takes a look at roller grooving pressures in milling mill speeds and capacity and mill settings topics include setting of feed and delivery openings and trash plate factors influencing capacity formula for capacity fiber loading tonnage records linear speed and speed of rotation sequence of speeds hydraulic pressure and types of roller grooving the book then elaborates on electric and turbine mill drives mill gearing construction of mills extraction milling control purification of juice filtration evaporation sugar boiling and centrifugal separation the handbook is a valuable source of data for engineers involved in sugar cane engineering

Cane Sugar 1921

Introduction to cane sugar technology provides a concise introduction to sugar technology more specifically cane sugar technology up to the production of raw sugar being intended originally for use in a post graduate university course the book assumes a knowledge of elementary chemical engineering as well as adequate knowledge of chemistry in the field of sugar manufacture itself the object of the book is to place more emphasis on aspects which are not adequately covered elsewhere in accordance with this objective attention has been concentrated mainly on processes and operation of the factory and description of equipment is made as brief as possible with numerous references to other books where more detail is available the emphasis on operation rather than equipment has also been prompted by observation of quite a few factories in different countries where good equipment is giving less than its proper performance due to inefficient operation and supervision the book is confined to the raw sugar process which has been the author’s main interest refining is discussed only to the extent required to explain refiners requirements concerning quality of raw sugar

Introduction to Cane Sugar Technology 2013-09-03

sugar series vol 2 manufacture and refining of raw cane sugar focuses on the processes methodologies principles and approaches involved in the manufacture and refining of raw cane sugar the selection first offers information on sugar cane harvesting and transportation to the factory washing disposal of wash water and cleaning the juices and extraction of juice discussions focus on disposal of bagasse screw presses cane carriers juice cleaning waste water disposal washing cane weighing in field and factory transportation and sugar producing plants the manuscript then examines the sugar cane diffusion process weighing clarification and liming of cane juice filtration of mud from clarifiers evaporation and vacuum pans the book ponders on boiling of raw sugar massecuites crystallization by cooling and motion of low grade massecuites and the exhaustion of final molasses centrifugals and purging of massecuites storing and shipping bulk sugar and final molasses the selection is a valuable source of data for researchers wanting to study the manufacture and refining of raw cane sugar
Manufacture and Refining of Raw Cane Sugar 2013-10-22

Manufacture of Cane Sugar 1921

sugar series vol 1 standard fabrication practices for cane sugar mills focuses on the processes methodologies and principles involved in standard fabrication practices for cane sugar mills the publication first tackles the storage and transportation of cane separation of juice from cane use and behavior of bagasse and juice weighing or measuring the book then elaborates on liming clarification carbonatation and sulfitation processes and special clarification agents and their history topics include phosphate magnesium compounds clay bauxite charcoal and carbon blankit lime kiln sulfur dioxide and sample calculation of a sulfur burner the text examines ion exchange evaporation evaporator cleaning measurement of heat transfer coefficient boiling house operation seeding and crystallization molasses centrifugation and crystallizers discussions focus on water circulation powdered sugar preparation crystallization procedure in practice soda and acid facilities cleaning shut down and variations on chemical cleaning the manuscript is a vital source of data for researchers wanting to study the standard fabrication practices for cane sugar mills

The World's Cane Sugar Industry, Past and Present 1912

sugarcane grows in all tropical and subtropical countries sucrose as a commercial product is produced in many forms worldwide sugar was first manufactured from sugarcane in india and its manufacture has spread from there throughout the world the manufacture of sugar for human consumption has been characterized from time immemorial by the transformation of the collected juice of sugar bearing plants after some kind of purification of the juice to a concentrated solid or semi solid product that could be packed kept in containers and which had a high degree of keep ability the efficiency with which juice can be extracted from the cane is limited by the technology used sugarcane processing is focused on the production of cane sugar sucrose from sugarcane the yield of sugar jaggery from sugar cane depends mostly on the quality of the cane and the efficiency of the extraction of juice other products of the processing include bagasse molasses and filter cake sugarcane is known to be a heavy consumer of synthetic fertilizers irrigation water micronutrients and organic carbon molasses is produced in two forms inedible for humans blackstrap or as edible syrup blackstrap molasses is used primarily as an animal feed additive but also is used to produce ethanol compressed yeast citric acid and rum edible molasses syrups are often blended with maple syrup invert sugars or corn syrup cleanliness is vital to the whole process of sugar manufacturing the biological software is an important biotechnical input in sugarcane cultivation the use of these products will encourage organic farming and sustainable agriculture the book comprehensively deals with the manufacture of sugar from sugarcane and its by products ethyl alcohol ethyl acetate acetic anhydride and product of alcohol press mud and sugar alcohols together with the description of machinery analysis of sugar syrup molasses and many more some of the fundamentals of the book are improvement of sugar cane cultivation manufacture of gur jaggery cane sugar refining decolourization with absorbent crystallization of juice exhaustibility of molasses colour of sugar cane juice analysis of the syrup massescuites and molasses bagasse and its uses microprocessor based electronic instrumentation and control system for modernisation of the sugar industry etc research scholars professional students scientists new entrepreneurs sugar technologists and present manufacturers will find valuable educational material and wider knowledge of the subject in this book comprehensive in scope the book provides solutions that are directly applicable to the manufacturing technology of sugar from sugarcane plant
Handbook for Cane-sugar Manufacturers and Their Chemists 1889

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Growth and Manufacture of Cane Sugar in the Argentine Republic 1884

scientific study from the year 2020 in the subject agrarian studies language english abstract this paper concentrated on assessing and controlling the operational loss of sugar in various sugar byproducts during cane processing in cane sugar factory in the study factors associated with operational loss were discussed and kagera sugar limited ksl was taken as a case study operational sucrose loss is divided into two major categories namely determined losses and undetermined losses determined losses are those which can be easily quantified through lab analysis such as loss in molasses filter cake and bagasse unlike determined losses undetermined losses are difficult to estimate directly but rather by factory material balance undetermined loss is further classified into chemical loss mechanical loss and administrative loss in both losses the loss through molasses is by far the largest of total loss encountered during cane processing objective of this paper was to develop means of increasing sucrose recovery by monitoring sugar loss after analyzing data collected from ksl production reports for crushing seasons 2015 16 and 2016 17 the operational loss was 2.83 and 2.87 pol cane crushed in respective seasons this means ksl loses significant amount of sucrose as compared to 2.20 pol cane crushed for plants installed after 1994 as reported by sugar loss in molasses and bagasse was high than others it was concluded that the use of three laws of sucrose loss in molasses coupled with optimization of boiling house operations would result in minimized loss of sucrose in molasses also improving extraction would result in minimum sucrose loss in bagasse

Cuban Cane Sugar-a Sketch of the Industry 1916

this study of the factors affecting the quality of cane sugar is a must read for anyone involved in the sugar industry drawing on cutting edge research from the early 20th century lillian and nicholas kopeloff provide a detailed analysis of the chemical and physical properties of sugar and offer practical advice for maintaining high standards of quality throughout the refining process this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Cane Sugar and Its Manufacture (1909) 2008-06-01

Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts, we have not used OCR optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos. In books where there are images such as portraits, maps, sketches, etc., we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy.

The Manufacture of Cane Sugar 1921

An indispensable practical guide for everyone involved in the processing of sugar cane confined to essentials, the book is a compact and concise delineation of the unit processes in the manufacture of raw sugar from sugar cane giving recommended procedures for achieving optimum results.

Standard Fabrication Practices for Cane Sugar Mills 2015-07-14

Excerpt from: On cane sugar and the process of its manufacture in Java the sugar cane which is now cultivated in many varieties in every tropical and semi-tropical country of the world on a larger or smaller scale came originally according to de Candolle from Cochin China or neighbouring lands from whence it was brought over to China the islands of the Indian Ocean India and afterwards to Arabia in their wars of conquest the Arabians introduced the cultivation of the sugar cane successively into Persia Egypt Palestine Syria along the whole north coast of Africa into Sicily and into Spain the Spaniards transported it after the expeditions of Columbus to their empire in the West Indies and America where the cultivation at once became a very flourishing one Cook found the sugar cane in a cultivated state in the Polynesian islands to which it had very probably been brought from Asia about the publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at ForgottenBooks.com. This book is a reproduction of an important historical work.

The Story of Cane Sugar 1928

This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references, library stamps, etc. Most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world, and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the United States of America and possibly other nations within the United States you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc. Scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The Complete Book on Sugarcane Processing and By-Products of Molasses (with Analysis of Sugar, Syrup and Molasses) 2011-10-01

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Cane Sugar; A Textbook on the Agriculture of the Sugar Cane, the Manufacture of Cane Sugar, and the Analysis of Sugar-House Products - Scholar's Choice Edition 2015-02-12

excerpt from a handbook for cane sugar manufacturers and their chemists the proper control of a sugar factory by the chemist requires a knowledge of the methods of manufacture in addition to a chemical training for this reason a brief de scription of manufacturing processes is included in this edition about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Sugar Industry 1913

excerpt from cane sugar a d104book on the agriculture of the sugar cane the manufacture of cane sugar and the analysis of sugar house products the present edition of cane sugar now offered to the public has been completely rewritten preserving at the same time the general arrangement followed in the first edition during the ten years that have passed between the issue of the two editions the writer has had the benefit of extensive experience in cuba and in a new york refinery the period he spent in america has been of special value since it afforded the opportunity of systematically examining the collections of technical literature to be found in the great libraries of the western republic while these may be no more complete than those accumulated by the elder civilization the facilities afforded for research in the way of accessibility card catalogues and cross references add very much to their value in preparation for the present edition the writer made a survey of patent specifications dealing with sugar machinery and much material thus found has been included and although objection may be made to the inclusion of bygone matters in a textbook intended for present day use an account of the development of the train of thought in invention is not without an immediately utilitarian value of the patent files consulted those of the british patent office have been the most adopted as the system of arrangement and of indexing there employed is far superior to that used by the patent offices either of france or of the united states of america my thanks are due to many friends for help and criticism in addition to those whose services have already been acknowledged in the first edition i have now to thank mr jas hamill who read in manuscript those chapters more especially dealing with machinery dr c a browne for criticism of those parts bearing on sugar analysis dr c a barber c i e whose specialized knowledge of the cane in its botanical aspect has saved me from sundry errors dr e j butler c i e who checked the proofs of
Factors Determining the Keeping Quality of Cane Sugar 1920

delivery unloading and handling of cane tramp iron separators combinations of cane preparators feeding of mills and conveying of bagasse pressures in milling mill capacity extraction milling control fine bagasse separators clarification with phosphoric acid juice heating evaporation crystallisation sugar molasses steam production and usage piping and fluid flow

Sugar and the Sugar Cane 1905

this insightful and comprehensive guide to the sugar industry in java provides a detailed analysis of the cultivation harvesting and processing of cane sugar with extensive technical detail and practical advice it is an invaluable resource for anyone involved in the production of this important commodity this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Assessment and Control of Operational Loss of Sugar During Sugar Cane Processing 2020-04-29

this book provides a comprehensive account of the growth and manufacture of cane sugar in the argentine republic drawing on firsthand experience and extensive research the author covers every aspect of the industry from the cultivation and harvesting of the cane to the refining and marketing of the finished product a valuable resource for anyone interested in the history and economics of sugar production this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Factors Determining The Keeping Quality Of Cane Sugar 2023-07-18

Cane Sugar 2012-01-01
Proceedings of the ... Technical Session on Cane Sugar Refining Research 1976

A Handbook for Cane-sugar Manufacturers and Their Chemists 1916

Unit Operations in Cane Sugar Production 1982

On Cane Sugar and the Process of Its Manufacture in Java (Classic Reprint) 2017-12-04

Cane Sugar Handbook 1977

On Cane Sugar and the Process of Its Manufacture in Java 1902

Cane Sugar; A Textbook on the Agriculture of the Sugar Cane, the Manufacture of Cane Sugar, and the Analysis of Sugar-House Products 2015-08-08

Cane Sugar 2015-10-21

A Handbook for Cane-Sugar Manufacturers 2017-12-03

Chemical Control in Cane Sugar Factories 1917

Cane Sugar 2015-08-05

Handbook of Cane Sugar Engineering 1972
The Deterioration of Cane Sugar in Storage 1918

Cane sugar: a textbook on the agriculture of the sugar cane, the manufacture of cane sugar, and the analysis of sugar-house products 1921
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A Handbook for Cane-sugar Manufacturers and Their Chemists 1917
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